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Texas Editor Jailed
Over Photo Dispute
Compiled
from
and Staff Reports

UPI

AUSTIN, Texas- The editor of
the University of Texas student
newspaper, the Daily Texan, was
jailed on contempt of court charges
Tuesday for refusing to give up
photographic negatives of Iranian
protesters on trial for disrupting a
campus speech.
County Court at Law Judge Jon
Wisser had ruled McKinnon in
contempt, fined him $100 and
ordered him jailed until he agreed
to give up negatives of pictures
taken
by
Daily
Texan
photographers at a Jan. 31 campus
speech by the former Iranian
ambassador to the United Nations
Fereydoun Hoveyda.
At the morning session of the
trial, Wisser asked McKinnon if the
negatives in his briefcase were
pertinent to the prosecution's case.
The editor refused to allow the
judge to see them.
"I have no doubt and I don't
think anyone has any doubt what
the first three envelopes (of
negatives) contain," Wisser said.
Defense attorneys received an
order from State District Judge
Tom Blackwell that allowed
McKinnon to be released on $1 ,000
bond pending a hearing on his
habeas
corpus application.
McKinnon paid the fine and later
posted the $1000 bail and was
released but vowed to return if

protect
the
necessary
to
newspaper's unpublished
photographs of the student
demonstration.
"We're determined not to hand
over the negatives,'' McKinnon
told reporters.
McKinnon's refusal to give up
the negatives "is not an indication
of the paper's unwillingness to
cooperate with police," said Scott
Campbell, editorial assistant for
student publicatidas at the
University of Texas, ''but the court
has not shown compelling need to
show the negatives." '.
The Daily Texan is published by
the Texas Student Publications
Board which is d01pinated by .
university
administrators
and
faculty members and has only two
. student members. Campbell said
that the board is divided on the
issue and has given McKinnon no
support in the case. For now,
McKinnon must bear all legal
expenses himself, said CampbelL
The 25-year-old senior liberal
arts major from Denver said it was
his first time in jail and, "I hope it's
the last time.''
The habeas corpus petition
alleges Wisser violated the free
press provision of the Constitution
with his order to jail McKinnon.
The habeas corpus petition was
transferred to District Judge Pete
Lowry, who postponed a hearing
on it until2 p.m. Thursday.
continued on page 7

New- Dean of Business
Expects School to Lead
background" warranted such a.
decision.
Jordan said he hopes to increase
Jerry Jordan, former senior vice- the schools' consulting contracts
president at both the Pittsburgh and research funds over the next
National Bank and the Federal few years and he would like to
Reserve Bank of St. Louis, was attract prominent faculty members
named the new dean this summer of to the school. "It's no more of a
the Anderson Schools of problem here than anywhere else,"
Management.
Jordan said. "A professor can
Jordan was named dean after afford a house in Albuquerque
about a two-year search, and was where he can't if he lives in a highly
metropolitan area like Los
given immediate tenure.
It's rare for someone to receive Angeles."
Jordan said he has wanted to
immediate tenure, but university
policy provides for the immediate enter academia for several years.
tenure of positions such as that of UNM's size and location, he said,
dean, Associate Provost Joel Jones were important factors in his
said, and his "impressive decision.
Jordan said because he is new he
is not sure how much influence he
will yield in drawing up the budgets
of the undergraduate and graduate
schools. He said he would like to
have additional funds for travel and
a word processor.
''I wouldn't have come here if I
didn't think I could overcome
management problems,"
said
Jordan, who received his Ph.d.
from the University of California at
Los Angeles.
Ultimately, he said, the schools
could become as prominent as
Northwestern University "which is
widely recognized as the outstandihg hational leader in all
aspects of economks".''
Emphasizing he is non-political,
Jordan said he has never been
involved in politics and does not
Jerry Jordan
plah to start now.

Sam Montoya
Staff Writer
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Teresa Dahli ·brows-es 'through the Plant Exrraragana located In a giant tent between Zimmerman
Library and the duck pond. All plants are being sold at discount prices through Saturday and the
proceeds go to the United Way. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

Plant Sales to Help United Way
ASUNM's Annual United Way
Fund Drive, hard pressed to reach
its pledge over the last two years,

began Monday with a week-long
plant sale.
Pete Pierotti, ASUNM vice-

UNM Chairman to Talk
At Science Symposium
Dr. Gerald ·Nash, chairman of
the history department at UNM,
will be one or-the guest .speakers at
a three day symposium on science,
philosophy and religion, Sept. 11
through 13 at Kirtland Air Force
Base.
The theme of the symposium will
be "A Personal Philosophy in the
Changing National Defense and
Energy Environment.''
Dr. Nash is also the author of 11 A
History of Oil Policy in America."
The symposium will feature a
number of noted scientists and
philosophers
and
include
presentation of papers, panel
discussions, and question-and-

answer sessions. Symposium
moderator will be Col. Glenn Jones
of Headquarters Tactical Air
Command, Langley Air Force
Base, Va., a member of the
Officers' Christian Fellowship.
"t
Robert H. Dinegar will be a guest
speaker. Dinegar, an ordained
Episcopal priest, is a team member
in a private research project
e)(amining the Shroud of Turin.
Registration is necessary due to
limited seating. Fonns are available
from David Ellis, 844-0196, or
Hank Happ, 2SS·4313. Tax
deductible registration donation is
$10.00.

president, said the plant sale is the
first of several fundraising events
scheduled this academic year with
the intention of reaching a $5,000
pledge. He said he hoped the sate
would net about $1,000, all of
which would be applied toward the
pledge.
The Public Entertainment
Committee helped ASUNM reach
its $5,000 pledge last year when it
donated an unspecified percentage
of one concert's gate receipts. Joe
Cicero, who has been PEC
Chairman since last summer, could
not be reached for comment.
uwe may have to do the same
tl.ting again this year," Pierotti
said. ·"We had a real hard time last
year, and PEC saved us."
The plant sale, sponsored by the
ATO fraternity a11d the Student
Veteratis Association, is being held
from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. all
week in a tent on the lawn north of
Zimmerman Library. Pierotti said
profits rrom the sale would be
announced early next week.
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by United Press International

rrrends Show Improvement

WASHINGTON
The
government h<\S reported that new
order~ !'lowing to U.S. factories
~howcd their li.r~t incrca~c in
factory orders since January shortly before the current
recession
began
and
represented the largest upswing
since December 1970, when orders
rose 6,8 percent.
Last week, the government's
index of future economic trends
registered its largest increase ever.
Other recent figures have shown
auto sales arc improving, housing
construction is on the rise, and

consumer ~pendmg has begun to
pick up.
Largely on the strength of
improving orders for autos, steel
and aircraft, new orders for
manufactured goods jumped 5.7
percent or $7,8 billion last month
to a seasonally adjusted $146.4
billion, the Commerce Department sa.id.
They had fallen 0.2 percent in
June and 3.1 percent in May.
The department said orders for
durable goods
products
designed to last more than three
years - jumped 10.3 percent or
$6,8 billion in July to $73.3

billion.
Transportation equipment
orders were up $3.5 billion or 28
percent to $16.2 billion.
Steel manufacturers had their
second good month in a row in
July with new orders increasing
22.5 percent, following June's
16. I percent gain. During the
spring months, new steel orders
had been off anywhere from 12.4
percent to 20.1 percent a month.
The only major durable goods
industry that did not show improvement during July was the
electrical machinery sector, the
department said.

Unions Are Still Run by Men
WASHINGTON- Women hold
few leadership posts in organized
labor, a recent Coalition of Labor
Union Women report stated.
Coalition president Joyce Miller
a vice president of the
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile
Workers Union and elected two
weeks ago as the first female on the
35-member AFL-ClO Executive
Council - told a news conference
the report is not an indictment of
the labor movement.
''I think that the labor movement
is part of a sexist society," she said.
"We are all victims of sexism."
"Things have improved for
women, but it hasn't been

Anderson is Down
On Draft, Nukes

Take it from them

These people love their lagle·s Nest condominium:

"It's great. I didn't ever have to rent
anyplace. I just moved from my parents'
house right into my first house. Eagle's
Nest was the best deal around- the
lowest cost for the best product. And lt's
real close to school ••• I can sleep late
and get to class on time."
- Ricann Bulman Condominium Owner

enough," she said, looking on her
own position as a positive step.
The report showed 80 percent of
the female labor force concentrated
in "lowpaid, low-skilled, lowstatus, under-unionized, dead-end
jobs"; women hold only 2 percent
of all skilled trade apprenticeships,
and they earn 59 cents for every
dollar earned by men - 17 years
after enactment of equal pay
legislation.
It cited lack of support from coworkers, families and leaders, as
well as the dual role in the home
and at work as factors in preventing
women from running for union
office.

"There's a good atmosphere at Eagle's
Nest ••• good parties ••• and it's close
to work. I'm a bank trust officer In
charge of operations, As you get older,
you need to start establishing some
roots. I'm building equity for my future
and I can do just what I please here."
-Mike Erwin Condominium Owner

ANN ARBOR, Mich. - John
Anderson told an enthusiastic
crowd of 2,500 students at the
University of Michigan that he
opposes draft registration and
supports a ban on new nuclear
plant construction.
ln his talk with the students,
Anderson stressed his opposition to
draft registration·, criticized
Carter's foreign policy which he
says could create a situation where
American youth might be forced to
fight, and said Carter's failure to
upgrade pay is responsible for poor
military morale.
"We don't need registration. We
don't need a draft if we are willing
to pay those that are willing to
make that (the military) their
career. That's one of my
priorities," Anderson said to
thundering applause.
He also got a strong response
when he said, "I don't want to
build a $65 billion MX (missile)
system."
On nuclear power - an issue
raised by a student who asked how
he stood on the matter- Anderson
said: "There ought to be a
moratorium on new construction
permits. That's what we can do and
should do as a nation."

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn '20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly
-Mike and Cheryl Garcia Condominium Owners
"The parties are fun and the jacuzzi Is
fun. Usually, we run Into people at the
jacuzzi and here at the swimming pool.
We're just newlyweds, but we could
afford the down payment here. If you
want to build some sort of equity and
home ownership, Eagle's Nest Is a good
place to start."
Priced from Sle,ooo. Only 5% down with
conventional financing. Low monthly
payments Include utilities!
Join the fun -and share the
financial advantages- at Eagl•'s Nest
now. Only a t•w ona·bedroom homes
still available.

-Wayne Miller Project Manager
"Eagle'• Nest Is a fun place. People
around here enjoy the companionship,
environment, partying. , , the nice
courtyards ••• take advantage ot the
carefree living, appreciation, young
lifestyle."

Donor Center
Sam-2:30pm

Broker participation invited.

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

11 1/4% financing available!

Models open 9·6 daily.
Phone 243·7881 or 243·7882.

Blood
Plasma

G:r nu·wd

842-6991

. .. makeltyourown
Vail and Girard, one block north of Gibson, Albuquerque

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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Editorial

Editor Made Right Decision
!;very editor probably considers at one time or
another whether he would have enough courage to go
to jail to uphold the rights of a free press. Fortunately,
few editors ever have to face the real possibility of
having to do that. Mark McKinnon, editor of the
University of Texas student newspaper, The DBI7y
Texan, has been forced to deal with that reality and
has made a right and brave decision.
McKinnon's incarceration for refusing to give up
photo negatives is a sobering event for all journalists.
It raises the difficult questions of just how free the
press is in this country and how well the press is
protected by the Constitution.
No one wants to go to jail even when his constitutional rights are at stake. In McKinnon's case not
only are his rights under the Constitution being
challenged, but his responsibility as editor of The Daily
Texan to protect that newspaper's freedom has been
throatened.
Tho implications of McKinnon's dilemma for
Mudont newspapers are even more distressing
lwc:nusc he is rocoiving absolutely no support from his
publishar, tho Texas Student Publications Board, or
from thn Univorsity of Texus, which has a controlling
m.Jjority on the board.
E. vnry nditor deserves the unqualified support of his
publlshur, iJnd it is urossly iffesponsible for a publisher
to abmulon his editors when they must defend the
prim;iples of a free press. To be sure, any editor,
~tudnnt or otherwise, must act responsibly in his
decisions
if he does not, he deserves to have the
rug pulled out from under his feet and accept full
responsibility for his mistakes. But this does not
appear to be the case where McKinnon is concerned.
There are relatively few university newspapers that
enjoy full editorial freedom. The Daily Texan was, until
now,
among them. Without the support of its
publisher, it cannot be a truly free newspaper. Its
editors will have to live in fear of being left out on a
limb by their publisher when they make the day-to-day

editorial decisions that go into the production of a
newspaper. It is unfair for an editor to have to stand
up alone to a court that would deprive him of the
constitutional rights he must have in order to meet his
responsibilities to his readers.
To the credit of UNM and Its Student Publications
Board, the The Daily Lobo continues to be an independent student newspaper. The university administration as publisher and the Publications Board
as its agent have worked diligently through the years
to ensure the editorial independence of this newpaper,
even to the extent of giving students a majority vote
on the Board.
It would take a singularly irresponsible act on the
part of the editor to provoke efforts to remove him.
There is a great trust placed with each editor who has
served the Lobo. It is that trust which enables each
editor to have the freedom to make the decisiQ[lS
necessary to best serve his readership, the UN M
community. It is also that trust which assures the
Board the editor will act responsibly, because to lose it
would cost him the editorial freedoms he values so
highly.
.
The editor enjoys the freedom he has because he
knows he will be supported by his publisher in his
decisions whether the University or the Publications
Board agree with him or not. It Is, indeed, a great
freedom; it Is also a great responsibility to protect that
trust so the U NM community will be able to continue
to enjoy the benefits of a free student newspaper. The
evidence that this system of mutual trust works lies in
the fact that no Lobo editor has ever been removed
from office,
A free press is one of a community's most valuable
assets,' and it must be guarded diligently to r_Elmain
such. Mark McKinnon deserves the highest praise for
his decision, but it is tragic that he has had to make his
decision on his own, without the support of the
publisher who gave him the responsibility to make
such decisions.
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Letters

Rape Story Called Untimely
Editor:

Commentary

by Paula Easley

Professors Are Keeping Me Late
Dear Mom,
I hope you enjoyed my letter last
week. Thanks for the money; only
next time please do not send it all in
pennies; I do not think the people at
the post office appreciated it. And I
know the landlord did not, but that
is what he gets for not fixing my
toilet.
As you know, classes started last
week. So far they are going okay,
but 1 do have one complaint (don't I
always?) about professors.
They want you to be in class on
time. That is fine; I can even go
along with it. They also think that
the class they are teaching is the
most important class in the world; I
can also go along with that. What I
can't go along with is when a
professor or teacher or whatever

N<w !llul<o Dolly Lobo
311400
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keeps you after it is time for the he did last year. Also, please send
money.
class to be let out.
Your loving daughter,
Sure, I can leave anyway, but
(Who is late for class! t
don't tell me that the professor will
not remember my face. I think
those professors keep a camera by
the door so they'll know who leaves
early.
The thing is that when your first
class is dismissed late, you are late
for your next class, and that
professor, who also keeps a camera
by his door, remembers your
coming in late.
If the professor expects you in
class on time, then he should also
let you out of class on time.
Do not forget that Monday is the
big night: the Redskins (yehl and
the Cowboys (boo). Tell Dad not to
bet my allowance on the game like

Referring to the story Rape Crisis
Center Is Helping Victims, (9·2·801:
for a lead story it had an
astonishing lack of timeliness. And
journalistically speaking, it was
unorganized, choppy and raised
more questions than it answered.
On the first day of school there
was a table set up on the mall
announcing Rape Awareness Week
(RAWt scheduled for the second
week in October. At this table was

literature containing many statistics
concerning rape, locally and
nationally. Many studies concluded
that most rapes go unreported,
occur among people who know one
another and happen In the victims'
homes. All this was ignored in
Laura Morgan's story.
The fact that rape is a violent
crime, not a sexual one, is not
news. Rape Awareness Week is.
Robin Lichtenstein

I THou~f..IT tr IAJAS
AL.L IHE' CRISiS l1E5
I

CRrATED AI.ROJJY 11/AT
'RW~ED HIS Ollwa:s
IN THf FIRST 'PLACE!

holden on ...
b);J richo.rd holden

You've just found yourself served with a summons on a lawsuit to
appear in court and you wish you had told the sheriff that the addressee no longer lived here and that your name is l.M, Nought. Or,
you've just been pulled over .and arrested for 400 delinquent parking
tickets on a car you sold toree years ago. Or, the dear, sweet friend
next door whom you married ran away with a rock-n-roll star, not to
mention your credit. cards. Or, you have a dispute wito a landlord/tenant in whico there is no clear right or wrong. What to do?
Look for toe services of a lawyer.
Unfortunately, you probably can't afford the services of F. Lee
Bailey lois week, so, very likely, you will need to look elsewhere.
Here is woere can you find alternative legal services that you can
afford and don't require three pints of blood as a retainer.
Legal Aid offers legal services for civil cases only that are non-fee
generating (such as lawsuits) and toat are in Bernalillo County only.
Toe only fees involved are filing fees and publishing costs, An individual must come in and fill out an application. Legal Aid will
determine, first, if he falls within toe federal poverty guidelines on
gross income, and then woether the case fits the criteria of being
non-fee generating. Legal Aid handles landlord/tenant cases, cases
of divorce, support, custody, and problems of senior citizens.
Legal Services of the Albuquerque Bar Association (ABA), Inc.,
offers free legal oelp for persons of low income. Again, only civil
cases are accepted wito the exception of bankruptcy cases. If toe case
requires more than advice, a volunteer attorney will assist you. You
must pay court costs and out-of-pocket expenses such as copies .and
filing fees. Also, with Legal Services, you must qualify for the free
services. A single person with a gross income of less than $1,854 for
the last six months qualifies. There are allowances in income for
additional dependents. Appointments are requested, so call first.
Toe Lawyer Referral Service (also a service of toe ABA) matches
prospective cases wito attorneys knowledgeable in the area of
concern. The ABA referral service has 140 participating attorneys
from which to choose and will arrange a 30-minute interview wito
one of the available attorneys for $20. Ms. Hill of the ABA said,
"people toat use tbe service like it."
Two programs close to home are the Clinical Law Program and
Centro Legal, located at the Law School on campus. To participate
in Clinical Law, one must be a UNM student (6 hours or more) or a
UNM employee. You will need to call for an appointment and go to
an initial interview. At the interview, you will be told if you qualify
based on your income and the educational quality of the case for the
law students who will be handling the case. All cases are under the
supervision of a supervising attorney at the Law School. Both civil
and non-felonious criminal cases are handled by Clinical Law. There
is a $3 fee for the initial interview and, if accepted, an acceptance fee
of $15. Filing fees must also be paid by the client. Centro Legal is for
indigent individuals who have been assigned to Centro Legal by the
court for misdemeanor cases.
The Public Defender's Office handles criminal cases only. Now
that magistrate and municipal courts have been merged into
Metropolitan Court, the defender's office handles juvenile, felony,
and misdemeanor cases. Juveniles are referred by the Juvenile
Probation Office, felony cases are referred by Court Services, and
for information on misdemeanors, one should contact the Public
Defender's Office. An individual must also be indigent to qualify for
the defender's office services.
The addresses and phone numbers for the above services are:
Legal Aid, 505 Marquette NW, 17th floor, 243-7871
Legal Services of ABA, 540 Chama NE, 256-0417
Lawyer Referral Service, 400Gold SW, 243-2615
Clinical Law Program and Centro Legal, Bratton Hall, Law School,
North Campus, 277·5265
Public Defender's Office, 5th floor, Plaza del Sol Building, 843-7822

Overeating Is an Outgrowth
Of Trying to Cope With Life
Two UNM researchers who
studied 70 overweight individuals as
part of a recent weight loss research
project concluded that obesity is an
outgrowth of the way a person tries
to cope with his or her life.
Professor John F. Gluck, clinical
psychologist in UNM's department
of psychology, conducted the
research with Timothy Strongin, a
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Reagan & Satan
Top 'Enemy List'
Jeremiao Foley, a UNM student,
took a random survey of what
names students believed should be
compiled on an "Enemy List" for
the "Advancement of Ignorance"
in the SUB Friday.
Ronald Reagan and Satan were
tied for first place, With the
Ayatollah Khomeini taking second
place.
Disco came in third place, John
Travolta was fourth, and Farrah
Fawcett took fifth place.

Business Manager ••.•..•.•...••••• Steve Ciccone
_.,..nspoUcy
l.ttttn1 Lttteu 10 the editor must 'be typed, double
!paced on a f.O.!pace line and lisned by the author
with the atithor•s nime, iddreS! and telephone!
numb<r. TheY should b< no longer than lOO Words.
Only the name- ot the: author will be prhUtd luid
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The Testing Division of UNM
Announces Its Regular
STUDENT TESTING SERVICE

doctoral candidate in psychology
who designed the study.
Toeir goal, in addition to
developing a vehicle fro research,
was to create a program to help
overweight people to lose weight
and to keep it off.
"At issue," Gluck said, "is why
some people have difficulty losing
weight and why people that do gain
it back.''
Tht study, which also looked at.
exercise as an adjunct to weight
loss, involved persons 40 to SO
percertt overweight. The majority
were women. "In a sociological and
psychological sense, obesity has
become a women's problem,."
Gluck said. "Overweight· women
ar.e , severely criticized by our
society."
"We found that people who'
exercised lost more weight, showed
improved self concepts and lowered
amount of depression. They also
showed lowered heart rates and
blood pressure and an increase in
the distances they could walk," he
said.
They found that eating is tightly
intermeshed into toe habits and
lifestyles of the overweight.

....-,.._, __
f).

The Testing Division, as a special service, publishes this eaten·
dar showing test dates and registration deadlines which may be
of interest to UNM students. This calendar will be published at
the beginning of fall and spring semesters. We suggest that you
clip and save this catendar for future reference.
Closing Date for
Registration

Test

Test Date

College Level
E~<amination Program
(CLEP)

Subj. Wed. Oct, 15 & Gen. Th. Oct. 16
Subj. Wed. Nov. 12 & Gen. Th. Nov. 13
Subj. Wed. Dec. 17 &Gen. Th. Dec. 18

Communication Skills
Test(CST)

Sept. 5, 1980
Sept. 12, 1980
Sept. 19, 1980
Oct. 3, 1980
Oct. 17, 1980
Oct ..31, 1980
Nov. 7, 1980
Nov. 14, 1980
Nov. 21, 1980
Dec,5, 1980

Sept. 23, 1980
Oct. 21, 1980
Nov. 25, 1980

Registration starts Aug. 25

Register for each date at the Testing Division, Rm. 2, University Col·
lege Bldg. Registration will close as soon as the 60 seals available for
each session are filled.
Dental Admission
Testing Program

Oct. 4, 1980
Apr. 25, 1981
Oct. 3, 1981

Sept. 8, 1980
Mar. 30, 1981
Sept. 6, 1981

Dental Hygiene
Aptitude T esling
Program

Nov. 15, 1980
Jan. 17, 1981
Apr. 18, 1981

closing dates
not yet available

Graduate Management
Admission Test

Oct. 25, 1980
Sept. 22, 1980
Jan.24, 1981
Dec.22, 1980
Mar. 21, 1981
Feb. 16, 1981
July 15, 1981
June 9, 1981
(Note: GMAT applications must be postmarked by above closing
date or $4.00 late fee must accompany application)

Graduate Record
E!Caminations

Oct. 18, 1980
Dec. 13, 1980

Sept. 18, 1980
N011. 7, 1980
Feb.~1981
Jan.2,1981
Apr. 25, 1981
Mar. 20, 1981
June 13, 1981 (Aptitude Test Only)
May 8, 1981
(Note: GRE applications must be postmarked by above closing date
or $5.00 late fee must accompany application)

Graduate School
Foreign Language
Test

GSFLT will be given by appointment during
the regular week·day schedule at the Testing
Division (277-5345)

Law School
Admission Test

Oct. 11,1980
Sept. 11, 1980
Dec.6,1980
Nov.10, 1980
Feb.21, 1981
Jan.22, 1981
June 20, 1981
May 21, 1981
(Note: LSAT applications must be postmarked by above closing date
or $10.00 non-refundable late fee must accompany application)

Medical College
Admission Test

Oct. 4, 1980
(Applications for 1981 arrive in February)

Miller Analogies
Test(MAl)

Call Testing Division (277-5345) for MAT
testing appointment.

National Teacher

Feb. 21, 1981 (all NTE el'Cams offered on this
date)

Jan. 21. 1981

June 20, 1981 (FOI'eign Language, Guidance
Counselor & Music Education e~<ams NOT
administered on June test date.)

May 20, 1981

E~<aminafion

Sept. 5, 1980

Optometry College
Admission Test

Oct. 18, 1980
Sept. 20, 1980
Mar. 14, 1981
Feb.14, 1981
(Note: Applications must be in the office of Psychological COI'p. by
closing date listed above.)

Pharmacy College
Admission Test

Nov. 8,1980
Oct. 11, 1980
Feb.7, 1981
Jan. 10,1981
May9,1981
Apr.11,1981
(Note: Applications must be in the office of Psychological COI'p. by
closing date listed above.)

UAP "88 hours
test"

Nov. 1, 1980
Sept. 26, 1980
Registration for UAP should be completed through the Registration
Center, Bandelier Hall, no later than September 26, 1980.

Veterinary Aptitude
Test
·

Nov. 15, 1980

Oct. 27, 1980

Information regarding applications, fees, walk-in registration
procedures and other testing programs is available from the
Testing Division, Room 2, University College Building
(277-5345). This office is open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Rodney W. Young, Director- Ann Smith, Assistant Director

!'ave 6, Nt•w
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Crafts Area Takes All Kinds
Robl•rt Sanchez

ttrt.i
~
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ASUNM spllnsor.> a Crafts Area
>ituatcd in the basement of the
Student Union Building (SUB),
ncar the pool tables and the
gamcroom. The Crafts Area offers
a variety of facilities for hand-made
crafts frew to full-time students and
at a $5.00 fee each semester for
part-time students.
The Crafts Area has a collection
of books on various crafts and
directions for the use of equipment.
The people working at the Crafts
Area are also familiar with the
equipment and safety precautions
for it.
The Crafts Area is open Mondays, noon to 9 p.m., Tuesdays
from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., Wednesdays from noon to 9 p.m.,
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to II a.m.
and 12:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., Fridays
from 10 a.m. to I 1 a.m. and noon
to S p.m., and Saturdays from 11
a.m.to4p.m.
The services offered by the Crafts
Area include:

...
....-··

CERAMICS - The Crafts Area
has three wheels, kiln, and porcelain molds. The type of clay
recommended can be purchased at
the Crafts Area.
DARKROOM - The darkroom
offers black and white developing
equipment. The cost for the
darkroom, (includes the cost of
chemicals), is 50 cents for each roll
to develop and $1.00 to print all
The student must supply his
day.
Terry Evans paints glaze on ceramic pieces at the Arts and Crafts
own film and paper for the picCenter in the SUB basement. Facilities are available for a variety
tures. The darkroom equipment
of crafts. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)
also includes enlargers.
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ON
SEPT. 1st THRU SEPT. 6th
MONDAY · SATURDAY

8:30 a.m. TO 7:30 p.m.
~
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MAKING
Oxyacetylene torches are a vail able
at 25 cents and buffers for polishing
at 10 cents. The student must
supply his own metals and other
stones. Hand tools are also
available.
LAPIDARY - Stone polishing
equipment is available for 35 cents.
LEATHERWORK -Hand tools
of different types are available.
COI•PER ENAMELING It
costs 50 cents to shape the jewelry
work and 20 cents for each square
inch.
Sll.K SCREENING - The cut
stencil costs $3.25 for each foot
times the width.
EMBOSSOGRAPH - (Imprinting
letters in a sign). The letters cost 7

cents for the small and 10 cents for
letters larger than one inch. The
signs can be purchased for $2.50 for
a full sheet, $1.50 for a half sheet
and $1.00 for a small sheet.
CANDI,EMAKING
Candle
making services are also available.
The Crafts Area also have
lockers available for students, the
students just need to bring their
own locks. The locker spaces are
available on a semester basis.
A display case, situated near the
Casa del Sol restaurant on the
bottom floor of the S.U.B., will
contain examples of student's
work. This week the display ca~e
will
contain
examples
of
photography and will change to
another craft each week.

UNM Mortar Board Seeks
Women's Award Nominees
Nominations are being sought
for women to be honored at the AllAlumni Breakfast during UNM's
Homecoming celebration Oct. I 1•
The UNM alumni chapter of
Mortar Board, the breakfast
sponsor, will present two awards at
the breakfast, scheduled for 8 a.m.,
Oct. I I, in the SUB ballroom. The
breakfast is open to all UNM
alumni.
The Honorary Lobo Award will
be presented to a woman who has
given outstanding personal service
to UNM, or whose achievements in
her career reflect credit upon the
university.
The Distinguished Woman
Award, established last year, will be

given to a woman who is currently,
or has been, a resident of New
Mexico and whose achievements in
her chosen field of endeavor are
recognized by the citizens of New
Mexico and reflect credit upon the
state.
Nominees for the awards need
not be alumni of UNM.
Nominations should be sent by
Sept. I 5 to Mrs. Martin Fleck, 2
Tumbleweed
Dr.,
N.W.,
Albuquerque, 87102,
Last year the Honorary Lobo
Award was presented to Iona
Gamertsfelder of Santa Fe and the
Distinguished Woman Award went
to Albuquerque's Lillian Dolde.

If you missed our bus pass sales in the SUB,
you can come to Sun-Tran at 601 Yale, SE
from SAM to 5PM Monday through Friday.
Semester Pass*--------- ___ $36.00
Commuter Pass
(1 calendar month) ______ $13.00
Punch Pass
(20rides) __________ $ 7.00
·ava•lable only to full-t•me stu<l<mts of UNM,
T-VI ami othP,r accrmJ•tHl post t11gh sct1m•l
t•llucauunal mst1tut~rJns 111 AtbuquerQU!J
A full-lime ~tudent at UNM IS registered
for 12 undergraduate hours or 6 graduate hours

Independent Presidental Candidate John B. Anderson won two
weeks ago in eight industrial states
when a Harris poll asked voters
who they would vote for if they felt
Anderson could win, a highranking woman in Anderson's
campaign said Friday.
Nan Waterman, chairwoman of
the National Women for Anderson
Committee, said that when voters
were asked in the same poll who

they would vote for tomorrow
among the candidates, Anderson
received 17 percent of those polled.
"A vote for John Anderson is
not a vote for anyone else,"
Waterman said. "There is a lot of
latent or closet support for this
man." She said she knew of
"millions of people" who would
vote for Anderson if they could be
convinced he could win.
Waterman, former vice-president
of the League of Women Voters,
said she is "very comfortable" that

Editor Refuses to Give Photos
continued from page 1
McKinnon will remain free on
bond until the habeas corpus
hearing.
Mckinnon would not comment
further on the case, said Campbell.
"As much as Mark wishes to give
statements, his lawyers have advised him against it for now,"
Campbell said.
Jim George, an attorney for the
student editor, said the issue of the
photographs could be moot by
Thursday if Wisser concludes the
case against the Iranians.
The furor over McKinnon's
jailing overshadowed the trial of 13

Iranians and three Palestinians
charged with disrupting the address
by Fereydoun Hoveyda, Iran's
ambassador to the United Nations
•under the ousted shah.
Gary Cohen, one of six attorneys
from the American Civil Liberties
Union and National Lawyers Guild
representing the foreigners,
criticized the handling of the trial.
"The proceedings have been a
fiasco," be said. "It's a politically
motivated prosecution, assigned to
a prosecutor who was arrogant,
inscnstive and rude in court in front
of a judge who has a great deal of
difficulty making decisions."

Dentist Joins Health Center
Penelope Wronski

students enrolled with six credit
hours or more," Eaton said.

Students will be able to receive
emergency dental care and long
term advice on dental hygiene at the
Student Health Center starting
Sept.B.
Dr. Robert Gherardi, a dentist,
will be at the Student Health Center
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Mondays,
Dr. Olga Eaton, Student Health
Center physician, said.
"Except for x-rays, lab tests and
medications the service is free to

"He won't have a full dentists
office but he will be able to take
care of emergencies and put in
temporary fillings. He will be able
to give students long term advice on
health and dental care to prevent
such things as gum infections," she
said.
He will be able to make referrals
if he is unable to do the work,
Eaton said.

the 1 eague will include Anderson in
the debates among the candidates.
The 15 pen'ent showing that
Anderson needs from the polls will
probably be an average of a
sampling of the polls taken over the
last month, she said.
The League is aware as are the
pollsters of a 2 to 4 percent margin
of error in the polls, she said.
Although the selection of
Democrat Patrick Lucey, former
governor of Wisconsin, as a
running mate to Anderson may lose
some
of
the conservative
Republican vote, she said the votes
of Democrats he may pick up will
make him an asset to the campaign.
She termed Lucey a "nice
politician" with political "savvy."
A 30 minute prime-time
television commercial has been
scheduled for Anderson, she said.
In Anderson's national campaign
office 30 additional telephone Jines
have been installed for fundraising. She said, "If we don't
bring in the money, we are not
going to be able to run a good
campaign."

SPONSORED BY

UNM STUDENT, VETERANS & ATO FRATERNITY
SUPPORT UNITED WAY AND & BEAUTIFUL HOME ENVIRONMENT!
~ ~
STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES r:t
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Grants For
Graduate Study
Abroad
Complete

information and applications for
Fulbri~ht and other awards for ~raduate study
and research abroad in 1981-82 are now available.
Campus deadline for completed Fulbright applications is

September 30
Information meeting for all
interested candidates

September.3, 2;30 p.m.
1808 Las Lomas N .E.
For more information call UNM
I nkrnntional CPn t<·r 277-4032

Conceptions Southwest
now

Applications must be picked up
and returned to Marron Hall, Rm. i31
by noon Monday, Sept.l5.

' ...·· ····
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Presently an Iowa resident,
Waterman will soon relocate in
New Mexico. She said she supports
the former Illinois congressman of
10 terms because he is honest and
bright and "speaks his mind even if
it hurts him politically."
She likes Anderson's stand on
women's issues; his support of
ERA, his pro-choice stand on
abortion, his support of legislation
for displaced homemakers, his
support of social security benefits
for homemakers and his support of
child care legislation, she said.

Nan Anderson, guest speaker at an Anderson campaign rally on
Friday, says he has a lot of 'closet support' from people who
would vote for him if they thought he could win. (Photo by Beti
Martinez)

New Mexico Union
Games Area
(in the basement of the SUB)
Program Events For August And September, 1980

AUGUST
TIME:
Aug.25Mon.
Aug. 26 Tues.
Aug. 28 Thurs.
Aug. 30Sat.

Country Western Band- Nightwings Free 12:00- 2:00 PM
Space Invaders High Score $2.00 fee
3:00- 5:00PM
Table Tennis Tournament $2.50 fee
3:00- 5:00PM
11:00 -3:00AM-PM
Eight Ball Tournament $2.50 fee

SEPTEMBER

UNMSTUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE
Open Enrollment Period now for a·ll students carrying 6
or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office: or Student Health Center
beginning A11g. 25,1980 on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays from 1·4pm.; or mail applications and payment to
the local representative's office at the address below. VIsa
and Mastercharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania NE Suite 200

Alb.,N.M. 87110,884-6827

Enrollment Period Ends
September 15, 1980

,1
,·1

I
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Conceptions Southwest is a UNM arts/literary publication
published by the UNM Student Publications Board, The position is non-salaried and applicants must he UNM students. The
Editor will be selected by the Advisory Board and approved by
the Student Publications Boa rd.

UNITED WAY FUND DRIVE!

,,).·

·.~w·
.
:J

While Carter and Reagan qualify
for federal campaign funds,
Anderson does not, she said. A
current legal case if won would
retrieve 5 percent of the campaign
expenditure after the election.

Conceptions Southwest.

ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY & THE DUCK POND

,/ .

The Advisory Board

accepting applications for
Editor of the 1979-80 issue of

For information call
766-7830

coRNER OF

11

Donna Jones

IS

ROMA AVE. AND YALE BLVD.
BETW~EN

Poll Shows A11derson Could Win
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Sept. 5 Fri.
Sept.8Mon.
Sept. 15 Mon.
Sept.18 Thurs.
Sept. 19 Fri.
Sept. 27 Sat.
Sept. 29 Mon.

Flea Market $3.00 fee
Darts 301 tournament $2.50 fee
Blues Band Alma Free
Table Tennis Tournament $2.50 fee
Crafts Fair $5.00 fee
Eight Ball Tournament $2.50 fee
Rock and Roll Band Network Free

9:00- 6:00AM-PM
3:00- 5:00PM
12:00- 2:00PM
3:00- 5:00PM
9:00- 5:00AM-PM
11:00 -3:00AM-PM
12:00- 2:00PM

COME ON DOWN, COME ON DOWN,
NEW AMUSEMENT GAMES FOR RELAXING
SPACE INVADERS, ASTEROIDS, GALAX IAN AND RIP·OFF
Read dates of tournaments and events. Start signing up 3 weeks before.
All tourndments will be open until tournament brackets are full and all tables sold
for flea market and crafts fair.
All events dnd tournaments are for students, faculty, staff, alum ri and their families.

Phone 277·4506 for more details.

l'a)!e K, Nev. McxH:o lJaily l.oho, Septcrubcr 1,
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Arts

Re-Charteriatg
Deadline
Sept.
12
Student organizations wishing to re-charter for

Navajo Linguistics Publication
Regarded As Most Definitive

the 80-81 school year should check mailbo~es
and mailing addresses for re-chartering forms,
Questions? contad student activities before
Sept. 12 at
277-4706 room 106 Student Union Building.
-

---

-

The Navajo Language

accumulated during the intervening
years and have greatly improved the
Robert W. Young and William work's format and scope.
Morgan
Advance comments by linguists
hail The Navajo Language as "the
This monumental volume is the very best documentation of a North
definitive dictionary and linguistic American Indian language now
analysis of the Navajo language. It available" and one of the best
compris~s a 300 page grammar and reference works on any language
Navajo-English
and now available.
both
English-Navajo dictionary secIn addition to its value to
tions.
linguists, it will be useful to anyone
Young and Morgan's first trying to learn Navajo, a difficult
Navajo dictionary, published in languag~ spoken by more people
1943 and long out of print, was than any other Native American
considered a classic in American tongue and one for which few
lndian linguistics. In this new reference volumes exist.
grammar-and-dictionary book, the
Another important audience, one
authors have taken advantage of whose numbers will be increased by
the wealth of knowledge they have the publication of this book, will be

--cc-

-

The University of New Mexico
Student Publications Board
ls;,eeking nominations for

British Comedy Comes To Rodey Theatre,
UNM Summer Version Well Received

1980.. 81 Editor

of the New Mexico Daily Lobo.
Applications are available in
Room 131 of Marron Hall
From 8:00a.m. to 4:30p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Deadline for Applications
to be returned to Marron Hall131 is
12:30 p.m. Monday, September 15, 1980.

By uslie Donovan

It was that time of year, with
pollen filling the air and stuffy
noses filling our heads, that the
University Theatre's production
Hay Fever opened.
Unlike its namesake, the Theatre
Arts Dept.'s production was
nothing to sneeze at. Albuquerque
audiences loved it; it was the hit of
UNM's summer season.

Noted Faculty Violinist To Play
In Keller Hall Concert Program
Leonard Felberg, UNM faculty
member and violinist, will perform
Thursday, Sept. 4 at 8:15 p.m. in
Keller Hall. Performing with him
will be his wife Arlette.
The performance will include the
Sonata in G major by J. S. Bach,
Sonata in F major by Mendelssohn,
Sonata in D major (Op. 943) by
Prokofieff, Hungarian Dance No.7
by Brahms-Joachim, Liesbesleid by
Kreisler and Polonaise Brill ante in
D major (Op. 4) by Wieniawski.
Felberg has had a varied and
distinguished professional career,
appearing in solo and chamber
music concerts, on radio and
television, and as soloist with

Welcome Back Open House
(Universi1y store only)

Free Drinks
(any kind, all you want)

and

Navajos engaged in the study of
their own language.
Robert Young, co-author of the
book, is a professor emeritus of
linguistics at UNM. He has worked
for the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and has published numerous
bilingual and Navajo language
materials.
William Morgan, the other
co-author, is on the staff of the
Native American Materials
Development
Center
in
Albuq\Jerque. He is a native New
Mexican, born near Gallup, He has
worked in the orthography,
grammar,
translation,
interpretation and teaching of the
Navajo language for over forty
years.

orchestras throughout Europe and Syracuse, Georgia, Toledo and
New Mexico.
the U.S.
"Transformed into a dazzling
A Yale University graduate and
recipient of the coveted Horatio country fiddler, he rollicked his
Parker Fellowship, he studied way through modern hoedown and
violin with Joseph Fuchs and cakewalk and sentimental waltz
Daniel Guile! and chamber music and, in the last movement, worked
with Luigi Silva and Janos Parleer.
himself into a fine revivalist frenzy.
As a member of the prestigious The whole performance was a
Seventh Army Symphony, Felberg triumph," as quoted by the
was chosen to solo in France, Lakeville (Conn.) Journal of
Germany and Luxembourg. He Felberg's performance of lves'
remained in Europe for three years second Sonata.
"Leonard Felberg played
as a member of the Concertgebouw
difficult
violin
Orchestra of Amsterdam and in Tchaikovsky's
1966 was a prizewinner in. the concerto with virtuosity, full of fire
Geneva International Competition. and with amazing technical
Fclberg has taught at Indiana . assurance," as quoted from
University and the Universities of Stuttgart, Germany.

Now with the fall semester well
under way, this weekend UNM's
Theatre Arts Dept. has decided to
give students another chance to see
the classic British comedy as it was
presented this summer.
A i92S comedy of manners, Hay

Fever by British dramatist Noel
Coward, is a funny, yet
sophisticated, game of wit played
by a family of artistic, rather
snobbish socialites.

Directed by Theatre Arts
professor Robert Hartung, Hay
Fever deals with the spoiled, extremely artificial Bliss family and
the hilariously insensitive way they
treat their guests.
Originally part of a festival of
three Coward plays presented as
part of Theatre Arts' "Carnival of
Coward," Hay Fever is a crowd
pleaser full of delightful
characters, muddled plans and
sharp comic dialogue.
With high comedy, high quality
acting and highly effective technical
effects, Hay Fever achieves a
professional polish rare for a
university production.
The cast exhibits the good
command of roles, dialect and
manners necessary to bring
Coward's high-style drawing room
humor to life for modern
audiences.

All nine cast members· give fine
performances,
but
Phyllis
Sparacino as Mrs. Bliss and Martha
Lopez as Jackie, the flapper, give
something extra.
Sparacino's past experience in
local ACLOA productions gives her
a refreshingly vivid, unselfconscious control of her role.
Lopez's performance as the
hopelessly confused and naive
Jackie shines hilariously, revealing
imagination as well as talent and
skill.
Scenic design by John Malolepsy,
costumes by Ken Simmons and
lighting by Brian Piatek also
deserve notice for appropriate,
sometimes impressive, effects.
Hay Fever will be presented
Friday, Sept. 7, and Saturday,
Sept. 8, at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theatre.
Tickets for the general public are
$4; those for students, faculty, staff
and seniors are $2. Reservations are
encouraged (277-4402).

1. Sophie's Choice, by William Styron. (Bantam, $3.50.)
Star-crossed lovers and the nature of evil: fiction.
2. The Empire Strikes Back, by Donald F. Glut. (Ballantine,
$2.25.) Star Wars sequel: fict1on.
3. Clas~ Reunion, by Rona Jaffe. (Dell, $2.75.) Four
Radchfte grads and how they fared: fiction.
,;..
4. The Shining, by Stephen King. (NAUSignet, $2.95.) Boy
confronts terror in old hotel: fiction
5. Petals on the Wind, by V. C. Andrews. (Pocket, $2.75 )
Children take revenge in horror sequel: fictton
6. Shibumi, by lrevanian. (Ballantine, $2.95.) Intrigues of
perfect assassin and perfect lovec: fictton.
7. What Color is Your Parachute?, by Richard N Bolles
(Ten Speed Press, $5.95.) Career and job guidebook.
8. The Last Enchantment, by Mart Stewart. (Fawcett
Crest. $2.95.) Tale of Kmg Arthur's Camelot: ftcllon.
9. A Woman of Substance, by Barbara Taylor Bradford
(Avon, $2.95.) Successful woman & her children ftcl1on

10. Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain, by Betty Edwards. (J. P. Tarcher, $8.95.) Anyone can draw.
Compiled by The Chromcle of Htgh<?r f.ducatmn from ~nformalion
supplied by college stores lhroughout the country Sept 1. 1980

New & RecommendecJ
A Second Flowering, by Malcolm Cowley. (Penguin, $4.95.)
Memories and appraisals of Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Faulkner, Wolfe, etc.
Feelings, by William Gaylin, M.D. (Ballantine, $2.50.) Hurtful
or happy, they're all good for you.
Satire's Political Dictionary, by William Satire. (Ballantine,
$9.95.) True meanings of words abused by politicians.
Association of American Publishers

WELCOME BliCK BliSH/
FOR ALL NEW AND RETURNING STUDENTS

PCCIALS

Free Pens
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Comedy and Drama Appear
At SUB Theatre This Week

(while they last)

with purchae of
any Schlotzsky's sandwich
On Central, just west of Yale
other locations:

The ASUNM Film Committee
will be presenting the following in
the SUB Theatre this week:
Wednesday, Sept. 3, 8 p.m.
· ''Scenes from under Childhood"
Parts 3 and 4 - Continued from
last week, the film completes Stan
Brakhage's observations of his
young children as they grow older
' and their perceptions of themselves
and their surroundings become
· clearer.
Thursday, Sept. 4, 7 p.m. and
9:15 p.m. "Buster Keaton's

5901 Central NE •
Just west of San Pedro 255-1223
3244 San Mateo NEJust north of Candelaria 883-0609
Hoffman town Shopping Center Wyoming & Men au I 294-1641
Eldorado Shopping Center • · ·
Montgomery and Juan Tabo

Offer good Sept. 2, 3 & 4, 1980

Shorts" - Seven of Keaton's short
films will be shown. All are silent,
depicting Keaton's slapstick and
sometimes ironic humor.

THE

Up

UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY

~r~ee

•FOOD
•VOLLEYBALL
•LIVE MUSIC

Deadline (or LIP SERVICE Is -no~n the day before
the announcement is to run.
Re1hier lo Vofe- at PIRG table on the mall from
noon to l p.tn. Watch schedule In lhc s.U.B. ror

Friday, Sept. 5, and Saturday, more opportunities to register.
..
Sept. 6, 7 p.m., 9:15p.m. and 11:30 Journal Therapy Group -- through Student Hcahh
p.m. "2001: A Space Odyssey" - . Center, begins ntid-Se~ttHnbcr and continues rot-~to
Focos on fo_stcring self-awareness 3)ld
Directed by Stanley Kubrick, this wcek_s.
problem resolution. Cull 277-453-7 far more fil·
formation.
1
film is more than an outer spac.e
or Physics Student!·~ first meeting at 9:g0
adventure. It shows man in a space Soddy
a.m. on Thursdayi. Sept. 4. in toom 184, Physics alid
and time he is unable to cope.with, 'Astronomy Bid.
.~
Science Resource Center Open Uouse - on
though aided by technological MMth
Friday, Sept. S frQrh noon to 6 p.m. at 1824 l,..as
advancements of the year 2001.
Lor'nas, NE,
·•
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FEATUitiNG

'THE ADOBE BROTHERS'
UNM FACULTY BLUEGRASS BAND

8130 - .,

:jJ.J

SUNDAY, IBPTEMBER 7

.....::z:;

The Mercado

150Jo off any purchase

:-jJ.

Located at the northeast corner
of the Student Union Building.
Watch for our 50% off in-store specials.

plus a free Hallmark cannister with
any Hallmark purchase of $2.50 or more.

~

_
~

One coupon per person per visit
E"pires 9-5-80
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Sports
Star Player
BackatUNM

lliking Areas Good in the Sandias
lkar Lindt• Don,
l hav~ !ward a lot ttbout the
'>andm Mountain,, but I would like
to knnw nJotC about the hiking and
dnnbtuv. traib up there. Pica~c lbt
;orne ol the trail~ ami their con·
chi iom.
Want to Know More
!>car Want.
!he Sandia Mountuins \oar to <Jn
l'icvation of 10,678 feet and provide
.,orne of tltc hc~t hiking and
dimhilll!. ~trca'> in the United State~.
!he uvailahility of water in the
Sandia~ depend~ heavily on the
>CU\ll!l. J1..1any snwll creeks and
arrovm arc formed during the
,pri;JV, melt-off. There arc at least
26 ,pri ngs in the Sandi as that flow
the y~:ar round.
•
·1 his will he a two-par( article
draling with hiking and climbing
tr nil' and routes in the Sandias. The
first part will deal with the hiking
Lraih and condition.s.
The following i'> a list of trails
and thdr conditions and locations
in the Sandia Mountains taken
from The Hiker and Climber's

Uuide tot he Sandia Mountains:
J.n J.uz Trail- The La Luz Tmil is
a maintained trail located on the
west .side of the mountains. The
present Ia I ut Trail is the most
recent or three La l.ul Trails that
wind up the face of the mountain to

three-quarters of a mile up the trail.
Sandia Man Cave Trail- The IJ\
trail is about one-half mile long and

the Sandia Crest. The trail climbs
J, 7CXJ feel in ~even miles. The
trailhead is located above the Juan
Tabn Picnic Area at an upper level is maintained. The trail leads to
parking Jot. The first section of the Sandia Man Cave, a national
landmark.
(Mammoth
trail is not particularly steep. Rocky historic
Mountain Bighorn Sheep can often tusks found in the cave have been
be ;cen from the trail as it winds dated at 26,000 years old, making
through rock formations toward the people of Sandia Man Cave one
of the oldest known inhabitants of
the Crest.
l'icdru Lisu Spring 'frail- (Also the New World.) The trail is
called the Del Agua Spring Trail). reached by driving south about five
This trail is partially maintained miles from Placitas on Highway 44
and has two !railheads. The south past the Crest Spur Road.
trailhead is reached by a dirt road
Crest Trail- This trail stretches
north of the Juan Tabo Picnic 15 miles along the ridge line from
Area, The north trailhead is near
Tijeras Canyon at the south to
the Piedra Lisa Spring and can be Sandia Crest at the north, making it
reached by a dirt road off of Highthe longest trail in the Sandias. The
way 44 (Placitas exit), east of
Canyon Estates trailhead is the
Intcrstate-25.
most frequently used starting point
At Juan Tabo and Waterfall
for the Crest Trail ·and is situated at
Canyons, about three-tenths of a the north end of the Canyon Estates
mile from the south trailhead, an
Road in Tijeras Canyon. This trail
intersection of several trails is
is easily one of the most scenic in
reached. The I•'lclcher Trail follows
the Sandias.
J1mn Tabo Canyon upstream; the
There are many other trails
Waterl'all Canyon Trail follows
Waterfall Canyon upstream; the situated throughout the Sandias
Movie Trail bears to the cast up the that are just as scenic as the ones
ridge \:let ween the two canyons; and mentioned. They can be found on
the Piedra Lisa Spring Trail heads different maps of the Sandias.
north torward Canyon Del Agua. Some of these most interesting
Canyon Del Agua flows the year trails are the Em bud ito Trail, Three
round. The trail to Waterfall Gun Spring Trail, Tunnel Spring
Canyon is not maintained, but it Trail, Cienega Spring Trail, and the
leads to a 35 foot waterfall about Osha Spring Trail.
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and get a $16.50
Wilderness Experience 1
Daypack for $12.~0 , ;·
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This pack has a roomy
main compartment and
outside accessory pocket
fo help you organize all
that stuff you have to
carry around on campus.
Come in quick to get
yours-coupon Expires
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Keith Hagman

Intramural Season Starts
Entries for flag football and
soccer for both males and females
are due at a mandatory managers'
meeting at 4 p.m. on Friday in
room 154 of Johnson Gym.
Football has seven players, with
everyone eligible to catch a forward
pass. Teams have the choice of
playing in one of three separate
divisiom: A league for competitive
players, B league for not quite so
competitive players and R league
for recreation.
Soccer has seven players to a
side, and the only rule change for
Intramural soccer is that there are
no offsides.

~·:

·f

medley relay and the 200-yard free
relay. T-shirts will be awarded to
the top two teams for both men and
women.
Coree inner tube water polo
entries have been extended until
today. All entries must be in the
Intramural office in room 230 of
Johnson Gym by 5 p.m. Each team
has three women and three men to a
side plus a goalie of either sex.
managers'
meeting
is
A
scheduled for 4 p.m. Thursday in
room 154 of Johnson Gym,

Pia .vers Needed
The UNM Rugby Club started Its
season on Saturday, playing in the
Santa Fe Sevens Tournament and
winning four out of five matches.
The club is in need of players and
will hold try-outs on Tuesday and
Thursday at 5:30p.m. at the South
Campus field. For those interested
in playing rugby, there is an information table set up in the SUB.
A scrim mage will be held
Saturday at I 0 a.m. on the South
Campus field.

WANTED
Sign Language Interpreters

Give in
to the urge.

Mountat·ns
.
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SPECIALIZING IN
WATCH & CLOCK REPAIRING
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Rl·vers
·

The UNM Special Services Program needs Sign language,
classroom interpreters. If you are skilled in sign language, want to
serve deaf persons, and are interested in working for the UNM
Special Services Program please call TIY or voice
277-3506. Need NOT be certified. UNM Special Services Direc·
tor- Juan Candelaria.

15% DISCOUNT- Watch Repair
Parts not included
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The Intramural program starts
this week with a swim meet
Thursday and Saturday, Thursday's schedule includes a 5:30p.m.
registration period followed by
warm-ups. The meet begins with
preliminaries in individual events,
which include a 50-yard event in the
freestyle, butterfly, breaststroke
and backstroke, and the 100-yard
individual medley.
The finals are on Saturday at 9
a.m. with sign-in at 8:30 a.m.
Saturday's events also include the
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Former UNM first baseman
Keith Hagman, the only Lobo
player ever to be named to an AllAmerica team, returned to
Albuquerque on Sunday.
Hagman was drafted in June by
the Atlanta Braves and spent the
summer playing for its "A" league
team in Anderson, South Carolina,
Hagman, who led the nation with
125 hits- one short of the NCAA
record- and in triples with 17, had
a final season batting average of
.551.
The All-WAC player said he
enjoyed playing professional ball
and will finish his education at
UNM this semester.
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Theuncommonimport.

WATCHCRAFT
9615 Menaul Blvd., N.E.
Menaul & Eubank
Albuquerque, N.M. 87112

JEWELRY REPAIR
GOLD & INDIAN JEWELRY
ENGRAVING-BA TIERIES

VETERANS!

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale Blvd. SE
266-5729

Your Armed Forces experience is worth
money! If you got out as an E·4 with three
years service, you can earn $80.52 per
weekend, or $1,360.44 per year, including two
weeks annual training with your local reserve
unit. Great benefits too. Check it out! CALL

Bring this ad for $5.00 Bonus on your first donation
A student ID entitles you to another $2.00
not good with other coupons • one per donor
expires Sept. 30, 1980

PARTS FOL'R AND FIVE OF
SIX- PART SERIES
By now you're probably thinl\ing
1 have forgotten about the
darkhorse 1 promised. Have no
fear: that will come tomorrow in
my final pre-season column.
AFC CE!IITRAL:
PITTSBURGH has got to be
getting bored with the rest of the
league, and because of that, I was
going to go against it's winning the
division this year. But it is still the
best team in the NFL and maybe in
the history of the league. This year
the Steelers will get more than a test
in what is the toughest division in
football but again should prevail.
Some of the Steeler mainstays are
getting up in years but not to the
point to where it will hurt the team
for the next couple of seasons. Not
much else to be said that hasn't
been already, so I won't search for
superlatives, but say look for
another title and trip to the AFC
title game.
HOt.:STO:>; has to be the most
frustrated team ever. Two straight
years the Oilers have been the
second best team in the entire
league but have not yet made it to
the Super Bowl - in fact, they
haven't even won their own
division. This season things look
pretty much the same as the Earlers
don't have quite enough to make
the jump over the top. If Houston
finallv does beat out the Steel
\uniin, it will be Kenny Stabler
who makes the difference. He
doesn't have any more talent than
Dan Pa;torini, but he fits in better.
For one, he's a 'Barna alum; and

two, hnve vou heard the guy talk~
Gcez. he's :i home-grown 'bo'y. The
Snake is nlso n leader and a winner.
He know~ what it takes to win the
big one, but nwre important, he
can do it.

ye4!'s - :hat ~~,-:;..,,as. ~.,.1f~e '""i :he :-."'p
fo~r teams in the :eague. The
fol:t.""~\\.ing yea; rhey haJ \\hat \\cas
~0-nS!de:e-d by :he experts as. the b-est
.:!raft m the league, an.;! 1he :s.ame
forecasters figured them w ur..seed
the Steelers. But Kenny Anderson
CLEVELANll is very similiar to v.as hurt, Paul Bro.,n ~>oas no
the Oilers. How's that? Well, longer the .::oa.:h. and the Bengals
whereas Houston is the best second were 0-9. In summing it up, there is
place team around, the Browns are plenty of talent hidden in this team,
the best third. This division is and if it is oH~rlooked, the Bengals
brutal, and Cleveland is the best may join the Bro..,ns in a return to
example, A couple of narrow losses the days of yore.
kept them out of the playoffs, and
~FCWEST:
chances are they may have won the
Take your pick, this division is a
title anywhere else in the league.
And to think I used to refer to the madhouse. Any of the the NFC Central as the collegiate including the Chiefs - could daim
division; that, of course, was in the the title. Downgrade the Chargers,
early '70s when an 8-6 record was but upgrade the balance, meaning
good enough for first place. Last this will be a very imere~ting race.
year the Brownies were the most
DE~VER, as mu.:h as I hate to
exciting team in the NFL, coming
from behind in the final quarter to admit it, looks to be the team to
win no fewer than five times. Brian beat. There is one simple reason
Sipe, a 13th round draft pick in '72, that mav not seem too big right
and Mike Pruitt should again now, ru{d that's Matt Robinson.
provide the spark that could return Still not a household name.
the Brownies to their glory days and Robinson is one of the very best,
a possible playoff spot.
and Den\·er is \\ell aware of that.
Two years ago as a Jet, Robinson
Cl!IICIN:>;A Tl at the bottom? 1 led his team to a 31-28 comeba.:k
never thought 1'd see the day I win over the Broncos in a game in
would admit that my beloved whkh the :>;ew York team trailed
Bengals are out of contention. Of 28-~. He will finally give the Denver
course, I didn't say that. either. offense the spark it needs to match
They could be a contender, but in the already brilliant defense.
this division, that still gets you a
SEATTl. E has lo,,ked to be a big
fourth place finish, compliments
and a heckuva lot of bruises. But threat the past ti\O seasons, but it
yet somewhere in the mass of falls apart in the early going of the
Bengal confusion burns an old season. I thought the Seaha\\ ks
flame waiting to explode into a would \1 in the title last year, and I
raging inferno. Pretty corny, but wao; very tempted to go with them
true. It wasn't that long ago- two this year, except they don't quite
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h ..ne ch~ .ctefen~e n ~ake' If :hai
ra.rt ...'\f the te..lm Je .. ek\r'j. "-"''er ~he
..:0~r$e

'-"'f

~~e ~ea$0r.,

:he 'Ha.,, k~

'"iU l'te :he tt...,r J0g. The l."~ffen~e :'
,.-~ne "'\f !he be:si ar\.1und. fin1sh1ng
f~,urth m the league 10 rvlnt
J'h'..iU~Iivn last Y-'ar. Quanerl:>ad,
J1m Zorn is ~omi!'.g i.nt0 h!S peak,
as he ,;('lllpleted 56 of his passe~
last ~ear. The ;earn IS also the most
daring m the league, plarmg more
like a ~ollege dub than an
es:aJ:.Iished NFL team then
again, it is only its fifth )ear.
Be,;;ause of the gamt>ling ta.:ti.:s
Seattle uses, opposing .:oa.:hes are
for.:ed to make changes that usually
work in ad,antage of the 'Ha\loks.
This is a team on the move, and it
should suprise nobody if it is
playoff-bound in 1980.
SA:>; DIEGO is hard to rank
third. After all, this is a tean1 that
.:rushed the mighty Steelers 35-~
last vear and tinished 12-4. It's
tough to rut the Chargers this IO\\'
l:>ut the fa.:t is thev .:ould e'en fall
fanher. It's not th.at they ha\e lost
much, but rather the rest of the
dh ision is coming right along, and
anv of the teams .:ould nose them
out. This is still an awesome team,
and \\ith Dan Fouts, San Diego is
~apable of routing any team in the
league. For years the Chargers \\ere
predi.:ted to be an upcoming
po,~erhouse, but 1 think they are
just a gotld solid team that
ha\ e
to struggle to make the playt,ff>.
KA:"iS:\.S CITY rna: ju~t be the
'urprise team of the >cason. The
defen>e ''a;; ,,ne ,,f the best in the
league, and !he offense i> ,;,,ming
an;und ~trong. The Chiefs \\eret,nc
of the t\\O younge't :earns m the
~FL last ye~1r, and :he extra e\·

''ill

penen.:e -;,,uld makt: a 1;1ig .itf·
feren.:e thrs season. Quarterl:tad..
Ste\ e Fuller is a rnme e'\ample ,,fa
talented youngster, but he \\iU need
;> .:c>urle ml>re years t,, be able te>
be.;,>me top-nvt.:h. 1 akrh>>t ranked
KC at the l>Nt,,m because the
Ji\ i>tc'n i> ''' gvod it \\as harJ h' ~ee
tt passing any Nher team. But as
'' Jth the P•'S.sibthty ''i the Charger~
falltng, the Chief< .:ould nse as
well; rna) l:>e C\ en intc' a pla}•'ff
role.
OAKI.AXD b o1 hard team h'
pick fN the l>Ntom. After all. :1
didn't fall all that mu.:h la>t <e;b,>n,
finishing ,,ne game ''til .._,f Pl.'Sl·
seasl>n play at 9-~.1 J,,n't kn''" tfl
reall} belie' e a R:.l!Jer team .:an
finish in the ~eller, t-ut K<.: has
>h''" ed h>t' rnudt tmrw' cmcnt (,,
timsh Ia~!. either. I see Dan
Paq,,rini, as g<.'<'.i as he i«, ha\lng
trouble ge!tlng in the &r<''-"e ,,f !he
cll'feme in ht> fir'il )Co.U'. That.\\ t!h
a la-::k N" team >rtnt in the f:,,m

RE!E!

•Jf!i.:e. ~l'U~d ~~ the Jiffe:en~:.! 'a
t~u . . ~~.arn ..:,,n~!n'l.! l.'tH a~ the :~1.1j ~nJ
Btl! !!:ere 1, •till the tal en! ''II lhe
teJ.nt !"'"' fint'-h fnr,1. anJ 1 ~~.."ulJ
a!m"''t r:.:b. ~t fi\c*\\ a~ ~te tn tlu-.;;;
J:•t•h'll. In fa.:t, I
rrcJt.:: that

'"Ll

(he Jtlfer.;n.:e l:>el\\een fiN ..mJ !a,t
\\tlll:o~ n,,. m,,re than three game,,

Hours: Mon·Thu. 9·6
Fri. 9-8

Miss having
MILTON FOR BREAKFAST?
What can YOU do?

1. Write KHFM & the Journal
2. Contact KHFM sponsors
3. Sign our petition to
reinstate Miton
4. Call us at 295·1096
or898·0584
KEEP HEARING
MILTON!

Sat. 10·5

BODY & HEAD
STIMULANTS
DIET Capsules, wholesale.
Comes in small or double
strength BLACK CAPSULES.
Prices start at $125.00 lor
keg of 1,000 blacks.
For information, write
ZIA PHARMACAL
WHOLESALE
P.O. Box 1066 Albuquerque,

871 03

WELCOME
BACK
At Reed's we offer all roll film and
darkroom supplies at 20% OFF list price.
Larger discounts are given on case lot items.

242:8491

1980-81 STUDENT DIRECTORY

DELETION OF NAMES
Any student wishing to have her/his name dcle,ted
from the Student Directory needs to stop hy the Student A(•tivities Center located on the 1st floor of New
!\fexico Union Building (SUB) before FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 12, 1980 and fill out the appropriate
fonn.

Come in, look around,
ask questions, take your time.
We 1re here to help your
photographic ambitions·
whatever they may be.

20°/o Off
KODAK
Processing

•

•£ OfHR

Be A Life Saver
M-F 9:30-5:30

No Division Title for Bored Steelers

COLOR
PROCESSING
8Y

Kodak

We are a professional
stockhouse dealer.
Special orders welcome.

10% Off publications with student ID

TODAY!

BOBBY ROLLERSON

127 Jefferson NE

8206 Menaul NE

265·2524

766·2251

fol tnlormarmn Alloul Olhl!r Crnli!tl
Ouls1dt f.IY Slat!
CALL tOLL FREE' 800·223•1

MEET TO DAY'S ARMY RESERVE
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Holfmantown Shopping Center

299·6644
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ACROSS
1 Float
5 Ending lor
man and teen
9 Tears apart
14 Asian nurse
15 Mediocre
16 Antagonist
17 Newspaper
picture
19 Finch
20 Swelling
21 Frantic
23 Amber and
co pal
25 Feat
26 Ms. Horne
28 Fence steps
32 Irish cudgel
37 Meat accompaniment
38 Many eras
39 Nut
41 Lon- of
Cambodia
42 Flower
45 Odd one
48 Snitched
50 Brazil nver
51 Emulative
54 Goal
58 Jalopy:
2 words
62 Sex movie:

Slang
63 Water body
64 Police group:
2 words
66- Dame
67 Hankering
68 Preposition
69 Luster
70 Taping need
71 Seasons: Fr.
DOWN
1 Cruder
2 Ammonia
compound
3 Trip costs
4 Run of

5 Tree
6 Pious
7 Colorado
park
8 Bird perch
91s piqued
10 Sluggishness
11 Girl's name
12 Exhale
13 New Year's
word
18 Jury
22 Footed:
Comb. form
24 Easy task:
Colloq.
27 Beverages
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29 Moon goddess
30 Environment
science:
Abbr.
31 Vend
32 Oceans
33 Legion
34 Preposition
35 C.P.A.
36 Instrument
40 Shipshape
43 Beetles
44 Accounts
46 Garments
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47 Art style
49 Chill
52 Fabric
53 W.lndies
nation
55 Hog sound
56 Growing out
57 Fusses
58 A Crosby
59 Organic compound
60 Choir member
61 Roll's partner
65 Article
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